cross country hardtails
The (very short) History of Kona _
A bike is a bike is a bike? More than the
metal & rubber Ð itÕs the ride _ Over the
years of building bikes and riding our local
North Shore trails, weÕve refined the classic
Kona hardtail frame _ The long sloping top
tube shape is classed as one of the best balanced and efficient single track designs anywhere _ The success of the ride can be attributed to the fact that it was tested and proven
on the gnarly technical trails of our now
famous back yard, VancouverÕs North Shore
Mountains _ Cross country riders around the
world swear by the balance and confidenceinspiring ride. As a bike company we have
always believed in the beauty of a great ride
_ Feel the Flow _
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The purists among you say Steel is Real _ Classic Steel
Mountain Bike _ Kona Custom Cromoly Double-Butted
Frame with Ritchey dropouts _ Rock Shox Jett fork with
preload adjusters _ Excellent Expedition Machine _

& adjusting frame designs as rider demands and technology changes _
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Fun Mountain Machine _ NuNu
is Hawaiian Celebration _ Light Weight & Strong _
Great for your first race, street or all-day
adventures _ Kona 7005 Butted Aluminum _ Rock
Shox Jett fork with preload adjusters _
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One of the original Kona models _ Cinder Cone
has a tradition as a beautifully balanced, allround mountain bike _ Kona 7005 Butted
Aluminum Tubing _ Rock Shox Judy Fork _ Avid
Linear Pull Brakes & Levers _ Shimano Nine
Speed Shifting _
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Beautiful Butted Kona Aluminum Frame
with a Plush Bomber Z5 Coil Fork _
Shimano Deore/XT 9 speed shifting _
Shimano Clipless Pedals _ Pure AllAround Fun _
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